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Every Foreman Rubicon model features a tough cc engine with the horsepower and torque to
you need for great performance. This power also gives it better hill-climbing ability. Bottom line:
Work or play, this is one ATV that always delivers! Available on our Automatic DCT models, this
single lever is convenient and easy to operate. You can quickly attach and detach accessories
like our cargo boxes, without tools, for added flexibility and convenience. Wonder which Honda
ATV has the right mix of features for your needs? Our online ATV Chooser tool makes it easy to
zero in. American Honda Motor Co. Thank you for visiting Remember when people used to say
that something rode like a truck? The same went for ATVsâ€”some of them left you pretty beat
up after a few hours in the saddle. Plus, we give every Rubicon a single-cylinder cc engine,
tough front and rear racks, an easy-to-use reverse system, bold styling, a handy utility box, and
more. Rides like a truck? No wayâ€”it rides like a Rubicon! Important Safety Information:
Recommended for riders 16 years of age and older. Download Brochure. Left Arrow Right
Arrow. Premium Features. Standard Features. You are now leaving the Honda Powersports web
site and entering an independent site. When Honda had multiple sport quad models on dealer
floors, the ranch-style performers easily had double or more sales. Honda 4x4s have a
reputation for being the most durable and long-lasting in the business, which obviously helps
sales. It is quick and easy to swing a leg over a quad. Some can tow and easily navigate trails
and ranches. Honda provided the models with some upgrades, and that includes more power! A
few of them, including the Foreman, gained a larger cc engine up from cc last year. The extra
displacement comes from a larger cylinder and piston that provides a touch more horsepower
and some added torque down low. The engine remains a single-cylinder that is liquid-cooled
and electronically fuel-injected. They calculated that the less angles going from the crankshaft
to the transmission, and out to the differentials, means reduced friction in the powertrain and
more engine power reaching the ground efficiently. They achieved the longitudinal mounting
while still retaining a reasonably low center of gravity. This Rubicon utilizes an automatic,
5-speed, dual-clutch transmission that has an electronic shifter setup. You can toggle between
automatic shifting, where the electronic brain controls gear changes, or switch to EPS mode
where you choose gears on your own. The left handlebar holds the thumb-operated push-button
shifter housing. The gearbox comes with high and low gearing selections. The method for
selecting reverse was revised for certain Honda models in Older versions required you to
switch gear to neutral, pull in the reverse lever, while simultaneously pulling in the brake lever
and switching gears with your thumb into reverse. The upgraded version provides an
easier-to-operate reverse lever that you can shift directly from drive to reverse, skipping neutral.
This system makes switching into reverse much quicker and easier for plow work, or backing
out of a bad trail situation. The TraxLok two- and four-wheel-drive modes, with a front-locking
differential, are more than enough traction options for the Foreman. The thumb-throttle housing
allows you to change between options on the fly. The suspension system up front utilizes a
double-wishbone design with spring preload-adjustable shocks that offer a reasonable 7. The
rear has a similar setup with 8. The Rubicon Deluxe comes with mm hydraulic disc brakes up
front, controlled via a lever on the right side of the handlebar. Rear braking is controlled by a
foot lever that is tied into a hand-operated lever on the left of the handlebar. A single mm
hydraulic disc brake slows momentum of the rear wheels. Honda provides inch-tall Maxxis tires
that are wrapped around stylish contrast-cut cast-aluminum wheels. Honda focused on
customer requests during the design process. This led to wider front driveshaft guards.
Customers kept damaging the CV boots on the spindle side of the front axles due to a lack of
protection, so Honda made a fix. New graphics, a cool Matte Green Metallic color scheme and
an updated front grill grace the Rubicon for If you prefer sneaky Honda Phantom Camo color
scheme, it is the only other color option for the Deluxe. Another quality update for the Foreman
and other Honda ATVs is newly designed front and rear cargo racks. The surface area of the
racks is more flat as well, and you can still strap aftermarket equipment to them easily. A new 1.
The front rack can hold up to 99 pounds, while the rear will support a max of pounds. It is good
practice to up the spring preload if you weigh the racks down. Honda retained the original cargo
containers, which includes a rear-mounted container and a small fender-mounted option. The
cockpit is focused on comfort. It has thick seat foam and a slender profile in between the knees
and legs. If Honda ever decides to bring out an all-new Rincon with features similar to their
Foreman line, then we would be grateful for it in more open terrain. In the tight stuff, the
Rubicon is easily controllable and formidable. Low gearing allows the Foreman to easily haul
and is a handy tool around the ranch. Braking is strong and has a linear feel to it. The real pickle
with this machine is its transmission. On the plus side, you can switch gears yourself while in
automatic mode, or just operate the Rubicon in manual mode. If all four wheels leave the
ground, it will shift down in the air, and that makes for interesting landings, and it does similar
things while under hard braking for corners. The larger engine is very welcome, and the new

cargo rack system is a big improvement. Go to Engine OHV, longitudinally mounted,
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immediately pop in our heads. Particularly, the Polaris Sportsman line and Honda Foreman
Rubicon are two of the best-selling machines available, and they have been for close to 20
years. At one time there were distinct buyers for these quads. At the same time, Honda was
known for a stiffer ride coming from a solid-axle rear end. Polaris riders were enthralled with the
ride quality, engine braking and power of the Sportsman lineup. Known issues with the older
Sportsmen were the top-heavy feeling, breaking belts and a tall seat position. Flash-forward to
present time and things have changed in a big way for both machines! The rear is now equipped
with independent dual A-arms that have 8. This is a huge improvement over the old solid-axle
design. The Rubicon boasts 9. The Polaris Sportsman SP now has a more refined suspension
with front dual A-arms that offers 8. This suspension is a huge improvement over the
MacPherson-strut front end that the cheaper Sportsman and models are still using. The ground
clearance on the Sportsman is a whopping The Polaris also has EPS, but their steering is a
variable assist. It automatically adjusts based on the riding conditions with no manual
adjustment required. Along with that, Honda also added a subtransmission that allows you to
shift from a high-gear to low-gear setting. The cool thing about this is, you still have the option
to use either the thumb shifter, located on the right side of the handlebar, or in automatic mode.
It will obviously do this in automatic mode, but it will also do it while manually shifting. Honda is
still using their tried-and-true reverse lever on the rear brake lever, which is found on the left
side of the handlebar. You pull it in and hit the down shifter on the handlebar to engage reverse.
The Rubicon has a simple 4WD switch that includes another switch to lock in the front
differential. The Sportsman SP offers the somewhat new, automatic PVT transmission that
offers park, reverse, neutral, low and high settings. You can change through the gears
effortlessly by moving the gear shifter back and forth. Both machines offer great standard
options for the rider. The Honda lacks a bit on storage compared to the Polaris. The Sportsman
has a total of 8 gallons of storageâ€”6 gallons in the front and 2 gallons in the rear. These
storage areas are integrated into the front rack, and rear glove box of the Polaris and are held in
securely by locking latches on either side. When it comes to carrying our gear, the Honda hauls
more weight. The steel front rack holds 99 pounds and the rear steel rack holds pounds. Both
machines come with digital dashes. Both quads have a DC outlet standard. Each machine has
three headlights at 50 watts apiece, but the Honda has one brake light, whereas the Polaris has
two brake lights. Ergonomics feel great on both machines. However, the Polaris has a more
comfortable handlebar area even while standing. Both have very plush seats and large footwells
that have great peg placement. The Sportsman SP has a cc, liquid-cooled, four-stroke,
dual-overhead-cam, single-cylinder engine that is fed by an electronic fuel-injection system.
This Prostar engine produces 44 horsepower with the help of four valves per cylinder. The
Honda engine produces 28 horsepower. The Polaris has a smooth powerband and has plenty of
low-end grunt. When we were traversing up a long, fast fire road with plenty of turns, the Polaris
stayed in a balanced rpm range throughout the climb. While climbing on a fire road, the highest
speed it could hit was 45 mph. The Honda comes on strong off the bottom but tends to fall flat
on top. We found ourselves shifting up and down a lot on the Rubicon on fast and tall inclines
as it dropped the rpm significantly. The highest speed it reached on the way to the top was 34
mph. However, being that the Honda is lighter, has the ability to shift and the responsive power

steering, it was more nimble and playful than the Polaris. Obviously, much of the power
difference is made up from the 92 extra cubic centimeters of displacement and the
dual-overhead-cam engine design the Polaris has. Both have great hydraulic brake systems.
With the Honda, the two front calipers are operated by a lever on the right side of the
handlebars. The two rear calipers are actuated by a lever on the left side of the handlebars and a
foot lever on the right side; this is a more traditional setup. But, the Polaris utilizes one master
cylinder for all three of its calipers. You read that correctly; the Polaris has a single rear caliper
in the rear opposed to two like the Honda. The Polaris also has a foot pedal that actuates only
the rear brake caliper. However, even with a single brake caliper in the rear, we felt the Polaris
had a better braking design and required less effort to stop. In corners, it felt like the Polaris had
the disadvantage. The Honda cut much tighter corners and was more of a point-and-shoot
feeling than the Polaris. When traversing rocky, wooded areas, the Honda shined brightly,
making quick routes in and out of the terrain. In the suspension department both shine, but the
clear winner was the Sportsman. The Polaris has a more balanced demeanor on faster
obstacles like whoops or off-camber ruts. The Honda was more of a challenge to keep the front
end up and liked to get out of shape on whooped areas. The Polaris takes command over larger
terrain like boulders or rock fields by soaking up the rough sections. We felt comfortable the
entire time. With the Rubicon, it could do the same sections, but it did tend to bounce through
them instead of being plush like the Sportsman. Both were easy to switch on demand when we
needed the extra driving force of the front tires. When crawling in the lower gear, the Honda was
fantastic. The Honda just seems happier in the low range. Now the Polaris is no slouch when it
comes to low range. We feel the 44 horsepower came through like a tidal wave with all the low
end it has. Each quad has great aluminum wheels and good tires. The Polaris has an advantage
with its inch aluminum wheels and inch CST tires, while the Honda has inch aluminum wheels
and inch BKT tires. With the help of the EBS, it came on very strong and forced us to ride over
the bars more than normal, and we were using less and less brakes. You just have to be ready
for it. It descends very slowly and keeps the tires moving instead of locking up. The Honda is
known for its reliability, simplicity to work on, a great ride, comfort for the rider and its ability to
be nimble. The Polaris is smoother than glass across rough terrain, it has great power, the EBS
works great, is very comfortable to ride and the power steering is top-notch. But, we do have to
pick a winner, and all of us agreed that the Polaris Sportsman SP wins this shootout. It was a
hard choice, but the Polaris has generally more performance at a lower price. Comments are
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password will be e-mailed to you. On non-manual models, engaging the reverse gear is now a
simple operation accomplished electronically via a single lever that fits a wide range of hand
sizes and can be operated easily and quickly, without the need to engage neutral. Four Rubicon
models are offered, three of which come with a high-tech Dual Clutch Transmission DCT , and
those three now feature manual-shift override capability so that riders can command gear
changes at will, even in automatic modeâ€”enabling use of engine braking for situations like
corner entry and descents. Automatic mode takes over again a few seconds after manual
inputs. Off-road-legal in all 50 states, all Rubicon models get a new front grill, as well as an
updated watt LED assist headlight and a 1. All three Foreman models have swingarm rear
suspension that keeps weight low and provides a great, unsprung platform for a tow hitch.
Honda mixed it up this year with Foreman model variations and bringing some back from the
dead so-to-say that have been previously discontinued. With no fewer than eight different

models offering myriad combinations of transmission automatic DCT, Electric Shift ProgramTM
and manual , rear suspension swingarm and independent dual arm and steering typesâ€”plus
two- and four-wheel driveâ€”the cc Rancher fam
trailblazer engine replacement
chevy hei distributor
parallax power converter wiring diagram
ily packs maneuverability and muscle into a tough ATV that is ready for any activity. All
Ranchers receive the new Pro-Connect-compatible racks and front utility box, and the two
automatic transmission types DCT and ESP get the improved reverse lever and manual-override
capability. Honda mixed it up this year with Rancher model variations and bringing some back
from the dead so-to-say that have been previously discontinued. Honda is skimping on
available Rancher pictures at this time. Noted for the plush ride delivered by its Independent
Rear Suspension, the Rincon is also capable of hard work. The air-cooled, overhead-valve cc
engine brings legendary reliability and user-friendly power delivery. Independent
double-wishbone front suspension and a rear swingarm keep things smooth during spirited
riding. Best of all, Honda quality means the TRX90X can bring multiple generations of new
riders into the sport. Thanks for visiting. Thank you! You have successfully joined our
subscriber list.

